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Letters to the EditorOn Single-Row Routing
LARS ANDERSEN
Abszmcz-A

new lower limit on the street congestion in single-row

ranting is presented.
I.

INTRODUCTION

_

III.

The single-row routing problem as presented in [l] and [2]
includes several unsolved problems. This letter deals with only
one of them.
Lower limits on the maximum street congestion are’given both
in [l] and [2]. In Section III it is shown that the limit given in [2]
is often weaker than the one in [l], and a new lower limit is
presented that may supersede these. This limit is based on the
observation that in every interval covered by two or more nets
one must be at the top and another at the bottom.
In this paper only nets connected to two and only two nodes
will be considered. It is hoped that this limitation may be
removed at a later time. ’
The use of the isomorphic mapping of a realization called the
interval graphs was introduced in [2]. This and other terms and
definitions from [2] are used in the following. However, for
completeness most of the terms used later are defined in’section
II.
II.

and the smallest to the right of bi be c&. To every such bi and N
number
yNi defined
as
a condition
is connected
yNi A max (cki, ck}.
13) For every basic interval bi with density di > 1 we define a
5 as the smallest integer such that at least two nets have
YNi < q.

DEFINITIONS

1) The terminals of a net are the nodes to which the net is
connected.
2) A basic interual bi is the open interval of the reference line
between the two successive nodes i and i+ 1.
3) The den.@ di of a basic interval is the number of nodes
passing over and/or under 6,.
Note: Nets placed on the reference line (only nets between
two successive nodes) are not incalculated in di because they do
not influence the street congestion.
4) A net is said to cooer a node if it passes over or under this
node without being connected to it.
5) The range of a net is the set of nodes consisting of the
nodes covered by the net and its terminals.
6) The cutnumber of a node ci is the number of nets covering
node i.
7) The cutnumber of a net qN is the bigger of the cutnumbers
‘of its terminals.
8) The length of a net IN is the number of nodes in its range.
9) The maximum street congestion Q is the maximum number
of nets that pass any basic interval on one side.
10) An outer node is a node that on one side is not covered by
any net in a given realization.
11) An outer net in a basic interval bi is a net that on one side
is not passed by any other ‘net within bi.
12) Let the net N pass the basic interval b,. Let the smallest
cutnumber for the nodes in’ the range of N to the left of bi be c;Yi
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THEOREMS

In [l] it was shown that

(1)

Qa[drwA

where dM = max di and [x] is the smallest natural number not
I
smalller than x.
In [2] it was shown that

Q~m~{qm~[qM/21}

(2)

where q,,, = min qN and qM = max qN.
N

N

Lelt the net N have qN =q,+, and let node i be a terminal

of N
with ci = qw. The basic intervals bid, and bi must have either
d,=q,
and dim, =q.,,
or
di=qw

and

di-,=qM+l

or
di=qw+l
and die,=q,+,.
.
(The first case only if net N is on the reference line.) From this it
is see:n that
dw>qM
and

Id,/21 HqwPl.
Therefore, (2) should be replaced by

Q~m={qm,[dM/‘4).

’
(3)

Theorem I.
Fo’r an outer node ci Q Q.
Proof: On one side this node is not covered by any nets.
Therefore all the ci covering nets must be in either the upper or
the lower street.
CoroIlaty I: A net that is terminated in two outer nodes must
have qN F Q.
Theorem 2.
If the net N is an outer net’in the entire basic interval bi then
it has a condition number not greater than Q in this interval:

YNi<Q*
Proof: It is sufficient to show that the range of N contains
at least one node at each side of b, with cutnumber ci Q Q.
Only the nodes to one side (left) of bi are considered as the
other side (right) can be treated in the same way.
Let N be an upward outer net in bi. If the left terminal (TL) of
net N is an outer node then ci of this node is < Q according to
Theorem 1.
If TL is not an outer node then it is upward covered by at least
one :net (see Fig. 1). Such upward covering nets must have the
right terminals (T’) between TL and bj where N is the upward
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Fig. 1. Interval graph illustrating Theorem 2.

Fig. 3. di, c;, ~,v,Y,v~. Yi, dM, and Y, ?or Example 2 of [2].

,
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Fig. 2. Interval graph illustrating Theorem 3. (a) Two outer nets. (b) Two
outer nodes. (c) One outer net and one outer node.

Theorem 3 is the result of observations on all basic intervals
and their outer nets.
Although it is not proven that q,,, < Y, it is suggested that (2)
and (3) should be replaced by

Q~m~{YM,[~M/21}.
outer net. If T’ is an outer node it has a ci < Q. If T’ is upward
covered then the reasoning can be repeated. As there is a finite
number of nodes between TL and bi it follows that this repetition
will end with some node in the range of N that is an outer node
and, therefore, with ci < Q.
~
Theorem 3.
YM (

Q

where Y,=maxxfor
all i=1,2;*.,n1 wheredi>l
Proof: For each basic interval b, the set of surrounding
nodes (k, k+ 1) must fall in one of the following categories (see
Fig. 2):
a) No outer nodes,
b) Two outer nodes, or
c) One outer node.
In each case it will be shown that there are two nets with
yNk =GQ and, therefore, Y, < Q.
Case a: As none of the nodes k and k+ 1 are outer nodes,
they must be covered at both sides by two outer nets. Theorem 2
tells that yNk < Q for both nets.
Case 6: As both the nodes k and k+ 1 are outer nodes
Theorem 1 tells that ck < Q and ck+ i < Q. All nets passing b,
will, therefore, have yNk < Q.
Case c: As only one node is an outer node (say node k+ 1),
the other node (k) must be covered on both sides (both upward
and downward). One of these nets is an outer net in bk while
some other is crossing the reference line inside b,.
The outer net (M) has y,, < Q (Theorem 2). One of the nets
crossing the reference line within b, is an outer net (say net L) in
the neighboring basic interval b,- i. Therefore, yLk- i < Q which
means that a node in its range to the left of bk- i (and thereby to
the left of bk) has a cutnumber ci < Q. The node k+ 1 is in the
range of net L to the right of b, and its ck+ i < Q because it is an
outer node. In other words, also yLk < Q.
The requirement q,,, < Q in (2) and (3) is the result of Corollary
1.
0098-4094/80/

IV.

(4)

DISCUSSION

Fig. 3 shows the original interval graph of Example 2 from [2]
with the yNi’s written on each net and with the di, ci, and q
indicated below.
From this it is seen that Y, =5 and that it will be futile to’
search for realizations with Q=4.
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On the Periodic Steady-State Problem by the
Newton Method
DAVID A. ZEiN,
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MEMBER,
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Absrmct-TIC
mduds by wbicb linear sensitivity circoits have been
used to evaluate the sensitivity matrix, 3x(T)/k(O),
cao be improved.
lhe scnsiMvity matrix is wed in the computation of the Jacobian of
f(x(O))=x(O)-x(T)=4
(T being the period) in a periodic steady-state
problem. It is shown here that the sensitivity matrix can be obtained from
the suluMon of a linear homogeneous matrix equation which is simply
derived by differentiating the state equations or a mixture of algebnkdlfferentiel equations arising from any formulation. ‘Ilds simplffkation
makes the method easier and more pracMcal to implement in a general
porpose CAD program. Examples are given.
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